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In our Mathematics learning the class will be looking at 

Decimals and Money  

 Continuing to learn times tables from 2-12 

 Bonds to 10 and 100  

 Make a whole  

 Write decimals  

 Compare decimals  

 Order decimals  

 Round decimals  

 Pounds and pence  

 Ordering money  

 Estimating money  

 Convert pounds and pence 

 Find change  

 Four operations 

 

In our Art we will be learning about Festival Feasts:  

• Using drawing as a way of collecting information and 

adding their own thoughts 

• Explore the artists who were inspired by food 

 Use our sketchbooks to record how the artists make 

us feel 

In English we will be: 

 Exploring the features of a newspaper report. 

 Identifying and using the 5 W's + 1 H (Who, 

What, When, Where, Why and How) 

 Learning how to distinguish between fact and 

opinion 

 Using reported speech.  

 Planning and publishing a newspaper report 

 Gaining an understanding of the culture of 

Viking life through the retelling of Viking saga 

 Perform and write a Viking saga 

 Produce a comic strip about King Arthur 

 

In Computing we will be learning about Creating Media: 

 Explain that the composition of digital images can be 

changed 

 Explain that colours can be changed in digital images 

 Understand how cloning can be used in photo 

editing 

 Explain that images can be combined 

 Combine images for a purpose 

 Evaluate how changes can improve an image 

  

 

 

  

 

In Science we will be learning about States of Matter 

 Group materials together using their 

properties 

 Recognise solids, liquids and gases 

 Observe how materials change from a solid 

to a liquid or a liquid to a gas 

 Measure temperature accurately 

 Explore patterns in freezing and melting 

 Find out what the ‘water cycle’ is. 

 

 

 

 

In History we will be learning about the Anglo Saxons 
and Vikings  

 Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots.  

 Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the 
Kingdom of England to the time of Edward the 
Confessor 

 Describing the significance and impact of power 
struggles on Britain 

 Gathering relevant information in a historical 
report, fictional narrative, in-depth study or by 
answering a range of historical questions. 
 

 

In PSHE we will be learning about 

Relationships  

 Recognise situations which can 

cause jealousy in relationships 

  Recognise situations which can 

cause jealousy in relationships 

 Recognise how friendships 

change, know how to make new 

friends and how to manage 

when I fall out with my friends 

 Know how to show love and 

appreciation to the people and 

animals who are special to us 

 

In P.E we will be learning about Outdoor 

Adventurous Activities:   

The children will develop a range of skills that will 

help to solve challenges. These are navigational skills, 

teamwork and communication skills.  

 

 

In our R.E topic ‘To the Ends of the Earth’ we will be 

looking and learning about:  

 Explore Acts 2 from Pentecost to the actions of 

the early community in the breaking of the 

Bread 

 Give reasons for actions and symbols used in 
the Mass and make links between beliefs and 
actions.  

 

 Describe with increasing detail and accuracy, 
the prayers, religious signs and actions of the 
Mass, focusing on the Liturgy of the Eucharist.  

 

In Music we will be learning about Gospel songs: 

 To know five songs from memory and 

who sang them or wrote them.  

 To know the style of the five songs.  

 To choose one song and be able to talk 

about it  

  Identify the main sections of the song 

(introduction, verse, chorus etc).  

 

In RSE we will be 

learning about: 

 That they 

were  

Hand made by God 

 How a 

baby grows 

and 

develops in 

the 

mother’s 

womb 


